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Abstract 

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are a vital link between software components as 
well as between software and developers. Security APIs deliver crucial functionalities for 
programmers who see themselves in the increasing need for integrating security services into 
their software products. The ignorant or incorrect use of Security APIs leads to critical security 
flaws, as has been revealed by recent security studies. One major reason for this is rooted in 
usability issues. API Usability research has been deriving recommendations for designing 
usable APIs in general. Facing the growing relevance of Security APIs, the question arises, 
whether the observed usability aspects in the general space are already sufficient enough for 
building usable Security APIs. The currently available findings in the API Usability domain 
are selective fragments only, though. This still emerging field has not produced a 
comprehensive model yet. As a consequence, a first contribution of this paper is such a model 
that provides a consolidated view on the current research coverage of API Usability. On this 
baseline, the paper continues by conducting an analysis of relevant security studies, which 
give insights on usability problems developers had, when using Security APIs. This analysis 
leads to a proposal of eleven specific usability characteristics relevant for Security APIs. 
These have to be followed up by usability studies in order to evaluate how Security APIs need 
to be designed in a usable way and which potential trade-offs have to be balanced. 
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1. Introduction 

One consequence that comes along with the digital transformation and advances in 
all spheres of business and life is that sensitive data is increasingly produced, stored, 
transmitted and processed in digital form by numerous kinds of electronic devices 
and their applications. Moreover, most current software in this context is part of one 
or more distributed systems and, thereby, needs to interact with various remote 
services. Such interconnected systems are the driving engine for many application 
fields including the industry, transportation, energy, consumer and healthcare 
domains. A strong demand for security is, henceforth, required in order to protect 
users against malicious actions. 

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are ubiquitously used to develop the 
digital transformation in terms of the underlying software. The API concept enables 
the simple reuse of functionalities by abstraction. Security services are one such type 
of functionality. Due to the high complexity of security concepts, security software 
components are designed and implemented by developers specialized in security. 
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Non-specialized developers perform the adoption of Security APIs, in contrast. Thus, 
the security of contemporary software is heavily depending on the effective use of 
Security APIs by common programmers. In fact, the results of recent security studies 
give evidence that one main reason for security flaws in deployed software products 
lies in the unintended incorrect use of Security APIs, which in turn is caused by bad 
API design decisions making them hard to use properly. Defectively integrated 
security features in software products are not only originated from novice or hobby 
programmers, but also from professional software companies (Fahl et al. 2012). 
Thus, this is a far-reaching problem, which cannot only be explained by ignorance 
only. 

These usability issues of Security APIs affect distinct areas in frontend and backend 
software, middleware or platforms and therefore cannot be improved by just fixing 
one central hub. So far, no research has been conducted to picture a specific concept 
for the usability evaluation of Security APIs. Proposed recommendations in the 
context of security studies address symptoms of either respective security 
mechanisms like OAuth 2.0 (Hardt, 2012) or execution platforms like Android 
(Google, 2016). Thus, one contribution of this paper is an initial proposal of common 
and general usability aspects that need to be considered when designing APIs for 
security mechanisms. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the term Security API 
as required foundational prerequisite. Section 3 presents related work before 
introducing the underlying methodology used for this work. A coherent model for 
the current state of API Usability is introduced in Section 5. It lays the fundament for 
analyzing the degree of maturity and applicability concerning Security API 
Usability. Derived supplement evaluation topics of API Usability by so far 
unconsidered common and specific characteristics of Security APIs are introduced in 
Section 6. The contributions of this paper are summarized and discussed in Section 7 
before concluding with an outlook on future work. 

2. Security API 

The term Security API has first been coined by scientific disciplines focusing on 
security protocol analysis. To satisfy the definition by Bond (2004), “a Security API 
is an application programmer interface that uses cryptography to enforce a security 
policy on the interactions between two entities”. This would exclude APIs, which 
don’t apply cryptography to offer security functionalities such as input validation 
libraries for reducing the risk of injection attacks including e.g. Cross-Site-Scripting 
and SQL Injection (OWASP 2013). Steel (2011) defines Security APIs to be a link 
between a trusted and an untrusted area. He also considers its behavior against 
arbitrary combinations of function calls. The first aspect doesn’t match e.g. the trust 
relationship built by the TLS (Transport Layer Security) (Dierks and Rescorla, 2008) 
protocol.  

As can be seen, these definitions do not cover all contemporary use cases of Security 
APIs in distributed software applications. For the purpose of this paper the term 
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Security API is henceforth defined according to the definition of Bond (2004) as 
follows: A Security API is an application programming interface that provides 
developers with security functionalities that enforces one or more security policies 
on the interactions between at least two entities. 

3. Related Work 

To the knowledge of the authors, there have not been any studies on neither the 
usability evaluation of Security APIs nor on the applicability of general API 
Usability aspects to Security APIs. Merely minor points of contact with Security 
APIs can be found in a few early studies, which examined API usability in general. 
Ellis et al. (2007) evaluated the usability of the Factory pattern in API design. In one 
of the assigned tasks, the participants have been instructed to instantiate an 
SSLSocket using the Java Standard Edition (SE) API version 1.5. Important security 
relevant downstream tasks such as certificate validation have been out of focus, 
though. Five of twelve participants failed to complete the task in the given time. 
Thus, Ellis et al. (2007) concluded, that the Factory pattern hinders usability of an 
API. This result provides evidence that general API Usability research also applies to 
Security API usability. Still, the Factory pattern is the design of choice to construct 
SSLSockets in the latest Java SE version 8. A web authentication task has been part 
of a user study conducted by Stylos and Myers (2008). They used a self-modified 
version of the Apache Axis2 API (Apache, 2016) in order to focus on specific user 
behavior with optional classes. However, the security context has not been 
particularly mentioned in the study results. 

In a security study conducted by Fahl et al. (2013) first efforts have been undertaken 
in the direction of API usability evaluation. They interviewed fourteen developers 
who had integrated Secure Socket Layer (SSL) (Freier et al. 2011) defectively in 
their applications. Additionally they pre-tested the usability of an own framework 
approach for SSL development, but detailed usability measures have not been 
described. In the recent past Green and Smith (2015) advocated for more 
communication between Security API designers and software developers and the 
application of developer-centered design approaches. They also called attention to 
the need for qualitative and quantitative empirical studies in this research area. 

4. Methodology 

To create a solid base for research on the usability of Security APIs a model for 
general API Usability is elaborated by an extensive literature research. The result 
also allows a consolidated view on the current research coverage, which also glances 
at Security APIs and thus emphasizes that the general findings can also be adapted to 
security specific contexts. In order to analyze and judge, whether these approaches 
are already sufficient to treat Security APIs, specific usability aspects of Security 
APIs have to be identified. Concrete indications for poor usability in Security APIs 
can almost only be found in the results of security studies so far. Their purpose is, 
however, not to perform usability research for identifying general insights about the 
design of usable Security APIs. Consequently, such work focuses on 
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countermeasures and recommendations for improving security in terms of improved 
security mechanisms. To retrieve common and specific characteristics of Security 
API Usability, a bottom-up approach has been used, reviewing ten security analysis 
publications of the last four years, which do not study malicious attacks but logic 
errors. Here, it is possible to establish a relation to usability shortcomings in API 
design. Focusing on widely deployed security mechanisms, which are thus relevant 
for many developers, studies of the SSL/TLS protocol, the OAuth 2.0 Framework 
and OpenID Connect (Sakimura et al. 2014) have been selected. 

5. Modeling the Current State of API Usability 

As a first contribution of this paper this section introduces an elaborated API 
Usability model, which adopts the comprehensive usability model approach by 
Winter et al. (2007) and adapts it for the API context. Moreover, a consolidated view 
on the current research coverage as well as on untreated topics is integrated in 
addition (see Table 1). The considered current work reflects empirical studies only, 
because of their scientific validity and excludes guidelines based on expert 
knowledge or opinion. The model’s two-dimensional vertical structure has been 
determined respecting the ISO 9241-11 (ISO 9241-11, 1998) usability framework. 
Hence, a developer’s interaction with an API is influenced by the product (1.) and 
the context of use (2.). Following the approach by Winter et al. (2007), the product is 
differentiated between the physical interface (1.1) and the logical architecture (1.2). 
The documentation (1.3), which is a hardly separable part of an API, is added in 
addition. The context of use covers the user (2.1), the task (2.2), the equipment (2.3) 
and the environment (2.4). The fine-granular structure is populated with relevant 
publications. The space of API design decisions (1.2.3) has, e.g., been introduced by 
Stylos and Myers (2007). Some additional aspects, for which no prior research 
results could be found, are integrated as well. These can be identified by empty table 
cells. 

The model’s one-dimensional horizontal structure consists of action targets while a 
developer interacts with an API (A-K). These low-level details turned out to be 
appropriate for classifying previous research. Available API Usability 
recommendations are represented by positive (+), negative (-), positive and 

negative (±) or neutral (●) impact indicators. These are strongly related to the 
usability context of an empirical study [X]. Due to space constraints more detailed 
attributes such as the ones proposed in (Winter et al. 2007) have been suppressed.  

The elaborated model visualizes the contemporary space of API Usability, which is 
not meant to have an immutable structure, if this is possible at all. Rather this is the 
current state of the research field, which can be supplemented and extended by 
missed or further findings. It enables an easy access for novices and it allows the 
uncovering of open research questions in particular. The model enables to derive that 
the available work, because of its basic nature and overall pertinence for all APIs, 
builds also a crucial fundament for the usability of Security APIs. But it also can be 
seen that still a lot of research has to be done to picture a holistic API Usability 
approach. In particular the current space of API Usability doesn’t take specific  
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1. Product            

1.1 Physical Interface            

1.2 Logical architecture            

   1.2.1 Form of appearance            

      1.2.1.1 Libraries            

      1.2.1.2 Toolkit            

      1.2.1.3 Framework            

      1.2.1.4 Web-APIs            

   1.2.2 Programming Languages            

      1.2.2.1 Idioms            

   1.2.3 API-design decisions            

      1.2.3.1 Structural Design            

         1.2.3.1.1 Design Patterns            

            1.2.3.1.1.1 Factory Patterns       –[1]      

         1.2.3.1.2 Package design            

            1.2.3.1.2.1 Number of classes    –[2]        

            1.2.3.1.2.2 Sub packages    +[3]        

         1.2.3.1.3 Configuration-based design            

            1.2.3.1.3.1 Annotations      ±[3]      

            1.2.3.1.3.2 File-based       ±[3]      

            1.2.3.1.3.3 Fluent Interfaces       ±[3]      

            1.2.3.1.3.4 Combinations            

      1.2.3.2 Class design            

         1.2.3.2.1 Class names     +[4]    +[5]    

         1.2.3.2.2 Design Patterns            

            1.2.3.2.2.1 Create-Set-Call   +[6]         

         1.2.3.2.3 Method placement     –[4], ●[4]        

         1.2.3.2.4 Number of methods     +[2]        

         1.2.3.2.5 Method names    +[2, 7]    +[5]    

         1.2.3.2.6 Method overloads     –[7]        

         1.2.3.2.7 Parameter Design     +[4, 5, 8]  –[2]      

         1.2.3.2.8 Exceptions         –[8]    

         1.2.3.2.9 Object creation            

            1.2.3.2.9.1 Default constructors      +[6]      

            1.2.3.2.9.2 Optional constructors      ●[6]      

            1.2.3.2.9.3 Required parameters      ●[5], –[6]   ●[6]   

            1.2.3.2.9.4 Static methods      –[2]      

         1.2.3.2.10 Access rules      +[9]      

1.2.4 Implementation of the functionality            

   1.2.4.1 Performance            

   1.2.4.2 Reliability            

1.2.5 Runtime Behavior            

1.3 Documentation            

1.3.1 Form            

   1.3.1.1 Written documentation           +[9, 10]  

   1.3.1.2 Examples       ±[11]    +[12], ±[10]  

   1.3.1.3 Runnable tests            

   1.3.1.4 Comments in source code        +[12]  +[5]   

   1.3.1.5 Web resources      ± [8]      

1.3.2 Content            

   1.3.2.1 Design concept     +[10]       

2. Context of use            
2.1 User            

2.1.1 User types            

2.1.2 Skills and knowledge            

2.1.3 Personal attributes            

   2.1.3.1 Programming Style    ±[13]       ±[13]  

2.1.4 Expectations            

   2.1.4.1 Mental models        +[14]    

   2.1.4.2 Conventions           +[12]  

2.2 Task            

2.2.1 Security-critical requirements            

2.3 Equipment            

2.3.1 Development Environment            

   2.3.1.1 Operating systems            

   2.3.1.2 IDEs        +[7]    

   2.3.1.3 Web resources          ±[11]  

2.3.2 Development Tools            

   2.3.2.1 Debugger            

   2.3.2.2 Auto completion     +[7, 15]  +[16, 17]      

   2.3.2.3 Text editor            

   2.3.2.4 Web-search       +[11], ±[18]     

   2.3.2.5 Recommendations   +[19]  +[20] +[21]      

2.4 Environment            

2.4.1 Organizational environment            

   2.4.1.1 Development processes            

2.4.2 Technical Environment            

   2.4.2.1 Development Guidelines           +[22] 

2.4.3 Physical Environment            

2.4.4 Social Environment            

Legend:   + positive impact   |   − nega ve impact   |   ± pos. as well as neg. impact   |   ● neutral   |   [X] In the usability context of the empirical study X: 

[1]: (Ellis et al. 2007); [2]: (Scheller and Kühn, 2012); [3]: (Scheller and Kühn, 2013b); [4]: (Stylos and Myers, 2008); [5]: (Piccioni et al. 2013);  
[6]: (Stylos and Clarke, 2007); [7]: (Scheller and Kühn, 2013a); [8]: (Duala-Ekoko and Robillard, 2012); [9]: (Zibran et al. 2011); [10]: (Robillard, 2009); 
[11]: (Brandt et al. 2009); [12]: (McLellan et al. 1998); [13]: (Clarke, 2011); [14]: (Stylos et al. 2006); [15]: (Bruch et al. 2009); [16]: (Mooty et al. 2010); 
[17]: (Omar et al. 2012); [18]: (Stylos and Myers, 2006); [19]: (Duala-Ekoko and Robillard, 2011); [20]: (Asaduzzaman et al. 2015); [21]: (Zhong et al. 2009); 
[22]: (Espinha et al. 2014) 

Table 1: The space of API Usability 
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usability characteristics of Security APIs into account. 

6. Towards the Usability Evaluation of Security APIs 

When analyzing the outcomes of recent security studies in the light of API Usability, 
it becomes clear that current API Usability research already provides some baseline 
approaches and tools for the usability evaluation of Security APIs. This is by far not 
sufficient enough for this special context of use, though. With the methodology 
described in Section 4, it has been possible to derive eleven Security API specific 
usability characteristics, which are introduced in the subsequent sections. Concrete 
usability aspects, with a lower level of abstraction, like those listed in the space of 
API Usability (see Table 1), have to be elaborated by further evaluations of these 
identified characteristics. Thus, the goal of consecutive research should be to extent 
the introduced API Usability model introduced in Section 5 for the particular space 
of Security API Usability. 

6.1. End-user Protection 

Intentional or unintentional defective software implementations can cause 
compromised user information security, often without the users even noticing. Thus, 
especially Security APIs must be designed while keeping the end-user’s security in 
mind, also because this is its actual intention in the first place. The End-user 
Protection characteristic describes an API’s ability to reduce or eliminate this 
dependency from the programmers. The “User Protection” characteristic has been 
proposed by Fahl et al. (2013) and they have defined it as a limitation of a 
developer’s capabilities to prevent an invisible risk for end-user data. This definition 
has been based on the observation that developers of mobile applications take full 
responsibility for integrating of security functionalities as well as for communicating 
any security relevant information to end-users (Fahl et al. 2012), (Fahl et al. 2013). 

In (Georgiev et al. 2012) corresponding issues have been identified for various 
SSL/TLS libraries, software development kits and middleware. Wang et al. (2012) 
refer to a due diligence for application developers who implement relying party 
components in single sign on systems. According to Wang et al. (2012) application 
developers are finally responsible for orchestrating user applications, relying parties 
and identity providers in a secure manner. But this is also true for programmers who 
implement libraries, software development kits or frameworks. An incorrect 
handling of tokens caused by unusable Security APIs in any of those software 
products could lead to the unauthorized access of user accounts even without 
possessing any credentials. Thus, a due diligence exists for all persons involved in a 
software development process to ensure the required End-user Protection. 

6.2. Case Distinction Management  

Error prevention and the handling of exceptions and errors are crucial aspects of 
APIs in general, but are indispensable for Security APIs. The term Case Distinction 
Management is introduced to name all considerable events, which might happen. In 
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the context of Security APIs, special attention needs to be drawn to exceptional 
events like e.g. a negative certificate validation, since this does not hinder security 
measures, but it is an essential implication to preserve them. As such cases happen 
frequently, they should not be treated as rare exceptions or software errors. In fact, 
these cases have to be well managed by an API design that empowers developers in 
handling case distinctions correctly. 

The verification process of certificates, e.g., is a crucial part of the SSL/TLS protocol 
for establishing a trust relationship between client and server. This includes e.g. 
chain-of-trust verification, hostname verification and the review of the certificates’ 
status. Georgiev et al. (2012) found that security critical events are indicated 
inconsistently by runtime errors, return values or internal flags, which have to be 
validated by additional function calls. This already resulted in the overriding of 
security functionalities in deployed software. 

6.3. Adherence to Security Principles 

More than forty years ago, Saltzer and Schroeder (1975) described fundamental 
principles of information security, which are still approved and prevailing. Since 
then, further principles have been evolved mostly with a specific focus, such as the 
“OWASP Coding Practices” (OWASP 2010) and documented risks like the 
“CWE/SANS Top 25 Most Dangerous Software Errors” (CWE 2011). By taking 
these security principles into account in the context of usable Security APIs, this 
introduced characteristic communicates explicitly, that adhering to the principles in 
API design will increase the effective use of the interfaces. 

Several different examples where API design decisions are violating these and other 
security principles can be found in security studies. One of them is the Android 
SSL/TLS library (Google, 2016). In some parts it contradicts the “economy of 
mechanism” principle. Android applications are normally exchanging data with just 
a few hosts. Still, the Android system commonly trusts over 100 Certificate 
Authorities (CA) by default. Mechanisms like certificate or public key pinning, 
which allow selecting only needed CAs, have to be self-implemented by developers. 
As a consequence, they are forced to take a higher security risk by default. It has 
been shown that certificate or public key pinning is not in widespread use for 
Android (Fahl et al. 2012) or Web (Kranch and Bonneau, 2015) applications. 

6.4. Testability 

The security studies that this analysis is built upon are prime examples for how 
difficult it is for common software developers to test security mechanisms in their 
applications. Much effort and expertise is needed to develop test beds for static code 
analysis and conduct manual code audits. Still, software developers need to see 
clearly if security mechanism have been adopted, integrated and deployed correctly 
and this needs to be examined not only by self-written unit test code. Due to a lack of 
time and expertise or sometimes also the blind faith, some developers do not test 
integrated libraries or used frameworks at all (Fahl et al. 2013). Not less badly, even 
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modified code for testing purposes finds its way in deployed software products, 
causing security flaws (Georgiev et al. 2012). Supporting and reliable test routines, 
written by security experts, e.g., for certificate validation and adversarial testing in 
TLS implementations (Brubaker et al. 2014), should be available and easy to apply 
for programmers in typical use-cases. 

6.5. Constrainability 

It is in the nature of programming to customize code in order to meet the 
requirements. But customization in the context of security appears to cause 
substantial risks. There are functionalities like data validation where constraints 
represent essential means to establish security (Kern, 2015), e.g. against Cross-Site-
Scripting. Georgiev et al. (2012) state “in general, disabling proper certificate 
validation appears to be the developers’ preferred solution to any problem with SSL 
libraries.” These findings seem to legitimate constraining the usage of a Security 
API and indicate a tradeoff between flexibility and error susceptibility in this 
context. If customization tends to be the rule rather than the exception, though, the 
design decisions of a Security API are most probably not appropriate for its target 
audience and thus has to be reconsidered. Evaluations have to show in which 
situations usage constraints support or hinder the usability of Security API.  

The configurability of security mechanisms might be a usable instrument to force 
constraints. (Fahl et al. 2013) have proposed an approach for SSL/TLS development 
on Android, based on configuration instead of writing source code. Yet there have 
not been conducted any comparing usability studies to see if this is suitable in 
general for Security APIs. Examples showing the opposite can be found in emerging 
HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) (Hodges et al. 2012) implementations, 
though. One crucial part of HSTS application is the HTTP header configuration. First 
deployed utilizations have not been in conformance with the standard, used 
malformed headers and misused header values mostly resulting in undermined 
security of end-users (Kranch and Bonneau, 2015). This makes obvious that the 
configuration of security functionalities, which also is an API aspect, has uncovered 
usability issues. This confirms the continuing trend of overriding security 
functionalities encouraged by unusable APIs for new security features in addition. 

6.6. Information Obligation 

The end-user as well as the application developer using APIs have to be well 
informed of security relevant specifics. The major challenge is to provide crucial 
information at the right place, in the right moment and in a usable manner (Garfinkel 
and Richter Lipford, 2014). If an application is designed without any protection 
means for confidentiality, e.g. ignoring SSL/TLS connections, an end-user will be 
incapable of responding to this situation, due to the lack of information. The same is 
true for Security APIs, which do not communicate security implications intrinsically 
by documentation or via development tools to the developer. A Security API must 
support application developers in communicating security relevant information to the 
end-user in a usable way. 
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6.7. Degree of Reliability 

Application developers, who see themselves confronted with a security related 
programming task, need reliable information resources and APIs. This have been 
uncovered by interviews conducted with developers who implemented security 
mechanisms incorrectly (Fahl et al. 2013). When running into problems or unknown 
terrain, programmers make heavy use of Web resources. Still, the presented code 
fragments might come from an equal inexperienced source and should not be trusted 
without additional examination. Therefore reliable testing tools, as well as visible 
trust indicators preferably issued by a reliable institution are needed. Usability 
evaluations should examine what kind of resources application developers actually 
trust. This could be measured by a self-assessment asking for the level of confidence 
in own security relevant implementations. The results should indicate who should 
primarily deliver approved information or well tested code examples for various use 
cases to match the developers’ expectations. 

6.8. Security Prerequisites  

Security APIs have mandatory prerequisites, which have to be fulfilled by developers 
to apply the provided security functionality effectively. It has become evident that 
Security Prerequisites are unknown, unclear or misused in many cases. Relying 
parties implementing OAuth 2.0 missed to utilize SSL/TLS for the protocol being 
confidential (Sun and Beznosov, 2012). R. Wang et al. (2012) notice shortcomings 
in correctly protecting and verifying tokens in single sign on systems. They suspect a 
missing comprehension of security implications to be the reason. Li and Mitchell 
(2014) were able to identify deficiencies against Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) 
attacks in productive services caused by misused parameters. Static and guessable 
values have e.g. been used instead of unique character sequences. API designers 
have to respect their obligation to inform and support developers to counteract 
security risks caused by non-fulfillment of security prerequisites. 

6.9. Execution Platform 

Security APIs are needed in several different execution platforms. To be securely 
applicable they have to be tailored for different ecosystems. This includes existing 
platform specific possibilities and risks in particular. Software vulnerabilities can be 
traced back to API design, which does not consider execution platform specifics, 
which are exploitable by attackers and thus are able to compromise security 
functionalities (R. Wang et al. 2012). Using the OAuth 2.0 client-flow in web 
browsers, e.g., expose tokens to various browser specific attack vectors. Thus, Sun 
and Beznosov (2012) “believe that OAuth 2.0 at the hand of most developers – 
without a deep understanding of web security – is likely to produce insecure 
implementations.” Chen et al. (2014) call attention to sensitive differences between 
mobile and Web platforms showing difficulties in adapting OAuth for mobile 
applications, again leading to high numbers of vulnerable implementations. SSL/TLS 
was intentionally designed for the browser environment. Its prevalent employment 
for transport security in non-browser applications such as Android (Fahl et al. 2012, 
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H. Wang et al. 2015), iOS (Fahl et al. 2013) and other platforms (Georgiev et al. 
2012) lead to widespread man-in-the-middle vulnerabilities potentially affecting 
millions of end-users. From this follows that Security API design process has to 
consider target execution platforms and needs of their developers. A central question 
here is, how security implications can be communicated effectively during 
development processes. 

6.10. Delegation 

The delegation of implementing security functionalities or informing end-users to 
unspecialized developers can be seen in already mentioned cases where this shift of 
responsibility had lead to incorrect implementations. Georgiev et al. (2012) found 
several SSL/TLS libraries delegating hostname verification or certificate validation 
to higher-level software. Brubaker et al. (2014) even encountered missing code in an 
“if” condition which just provided a comment of the API designer. This is especially 
critical if API users assume a complete security solution and instead get just a partial 
coverage. In such cases developers have to get well informed about open 
implementation tasks to fulfill security prerequisites. Even better would be to suggest 
concrete solutions or reliable best practices. 

6.11. Implementation Error Susceptibility  

The overall goal of Security API usability research should be to minimize the error 
susceptibility, which significantly rises by ignoring each aforementioned 
characteristic. Research need to strive a holistic approach to address end-user 
protection, case distinction management, adherence to information security 
principles, testability, constrainability, information obligation, degree of reliability, 
security prerequisites, execution platforms and delegation. 

7. Conclusion and Outlook 

Security APIs provide access to crucial building blocks that are indispensable in 
contemporary and future software systems. Thus, the incorrect or insufficient use of 
such APIs lead to extensive security flaws, which compromise end-user information 
security. As one reason for this problem, unusable API design decisions have been 
identified by several security studies. To effectively counteract these issues, the 
usability of Security APIs has to be improved by further research in the general field 
of API Usability and by initiating specific research activities in Security API 
Usability. For this purpose a comprehensive model to cover the current space of API 
Usability and to point out examined as well as open research questions has been 
introduced. This model has been further enriched by an extensive literature analysis 
of security studies. By this, it has been possible to identify eleven security specific 
usability characteristics, which has to be subject in future evaluations of Security 
APIs. Thereby, the present paper laid the ground for future research and development 
work in this field. The introduced eleven specific usability characteristics of Security 
APIs might still be an incomplete set of relevant topics. Future research will be 
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conducted to confirm the set in order to obtain a validated baseline for the usability 
evaluation of Security APIs. 
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